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Dear Readers,
The July issue for syncmag cordially dedicates this journal to the
150th anniversary of the Canadian state. We being a proud part of the
country have exhibited the exclusive celebrations held across all over
the country and some great patriotic content for you to read. Canadian
Independence Day was not only celebrated in the state but the
fireworks and celebrations were seen by the world. This Independence
Day was extremely special as it had the 150th anniversary of Canada.
Syncmag editors present you the exclusive reasons to treasure the
anniversary further and feel the passion inside.
Celebrate life and celebrate it with the optimistic ambiances and
constructive hopes inside. This is what Eva Memon life expresses you
and we are proud to share it with you. Furthermore, don’t forget to
hear about the evil eye and jealousy only by our fashion editor Suhaila
Niazi. This may open the doors behind your eyes!
Have a great amusement to watch out the selected top most motives
for which you should be proud to live in Canada. Along with that we
selected some really interesting celebrity tweets regarding Canada day
which really meant a lot to the world. Hold your taste while reading
lip-smacking recipes in dedication of the Independence Day too! Enjoy
the cuisines by making them at home in July as it should be a month
you should bestow to the country with much love.
Not to forget Sync editors did not disremember to give you the
hottest stylish guidelines for this hot summer which will please you
and convince you to appraise your style and fashion sense even more.
Also, don’t forget to find out some really informative facts you don’t
know yet.
Ladies! If you still are muddled about your makeup and grooming, this
month’s mag will help you a lot in selecting your makeup essentials.
For athletes and for skin care addicts we have chosen some top most
tricks to take care of your feet with organic treatments. Moreover,
people who want to groom themselves and always appear attractive in
the crowd should read the article we specially composed for you guys.
At the end we are always ready to entertain you with latest gossips
and entertainment news!

Syncmag Team

Green With Envy
Evil eye, jealousy, and malicious glare.

This is a curse believed to be done by a person when they are unaware,
un knowledgeable or your situation.
This is widely among many Mediterranean and Asian tribes and cultures.
It’s very funny how our society seems to be more ready to shun a situation then to
be happy or proud of someone’s accomplishments.
We as human tend to show our successes more then our failures, hopping we get
some sort of gratitude when in reality we should not be seeking this from anyone,
but our All mighty.
Which brings me to this article, I know we believe we are all brought to this world
to be strong, successful, smart and most importantly humble, seeing someone’s
success is suppose to be encouragement for oneself to give us a drive a sense of
hope, to give us the ability to perform great achievements.

I have seen and experienced much evil eye in my
life time and have learned to understand that it
is sadly a part of our society, we like it or not ..
New shoes, new car , big home why do we need
gratitude or knowledgement ?
Is it because we are not satisfied with our own
gratitude our own successes?
Hmmmm, a question we should ask ourself really, I believe it’s a human behaviour that had
been embedded in us from a young age, now I
could say is that our elders or our educators or
our culture that has brought this upon us or are
we just the generation that needs to tweet or
Facebook or successes instantly for acceptance.
I know this seems a little strange to those whom
don’t believe in these malevolent glares.
They do exist, to such an extent, that they have
ruined people’s lives.
Protect yourself and your loved ones.. this world
is a beautiful place let’s not turn it in an evil one
..
TOO MUCH ENVY IS NOT A GOOD THING...

- Suhaila

CELEBRATE
LIFE!
Life is not a race but
You can’t afford to throw away a single precious second.
Everyone starts somewhere, just start and search for your purpose.
Go after your dreams with energy and passion, or you may as well
stand back and watch them wash down the drain
The truth is, we are all born with potential greatness and blessed
with numerous opportunities to soar to dizzying new heights. Its so
important that you just do your own thing- whatever makes you truly happy- and do it as best as you can. Keep in mind that whatever
you do, mistakes are part of life. So don’t waste time kicking yourself for the past. Don’t stress over weather you’re doing the right
thing. You will always know the answer in your heart.
Have fun while you are advancing along the path of your goals,
purpose and dreams.

BIOGRAPHY:
Eva Mamon is a trusted Real Estate Broker and
a CSP Certified Staging Professional. Her passion for real estate has evolved from her family
of successful contractors. Eva’s goal is to ensure
that you completely understand the entire process. Eva pursued her B.A in Psychology and,
with years of experience in real estate, acquired
the skills to understand people’s needs in such
important life moments.From your initial contact with Eva to the final step in the process,
you will benefit from Eva’s continuous presence.

a

journey!

Her hard work, intelligence and superb
personalized service assure a client focused
approach. Her negotiating and closing skills are
important assets to the process. All these characteristics ensure the success of each step in
the sale process, whether buying or selling your
home. You will thoroughly enjoy working with
a true professional like Eva.
Eva Mamon Residential Real Estate Broker at
M Real Estate.
514.836.1017
evam@mmontreal.com www.mmontreal.com
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150th OF CANADA
THE
Happy Canada Day!

July 1, 1867, the
day for the nation!
Homeland was officially
born when the Constitution
Act joined three provinces into
one country: Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick, and the
Canada province, which then
split into Ontario and Quebec.
However, Canada was not
entirely independent
of England until 1982.

It is the
150th anniversary
of Canada and a proud
moment for the nation
and hence, it will be the biggest
event in the history with
momentous festivities, grand
dinners and thankful delegations
to all the inspired leaders
and people who gave a major
contribution in forming Canada.
The region of the state will
resonate with pageantry
and the sounds of
celebration!
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“

Canada Day,
like the country,
is endlessly
decentralized.
There doesn’t seem
to be a central
recipe for how to
celebrate it chalk it
up to the nature of
the federation.

“

The holiday called
Dominion Day was
officially established in
1879, but it wasn’t
observed by many
Canadians, who
considered themselves
to be British citizens.
Dominion Day started
to catch on when the
50th anniversary of
the confederation
rolled around in 1917.
In 1946, a bill was
put forth to rename
Dominion Day, but
arguments in the House

of Commons over what
to call the holiday stalled
the bill.
Happy Canada Day!
The 100th anniversary in
1967 saw the evolution
of the spirit of Canadian
patriotism and Dominion
Day celebrations really
began to take off.
Although quite a few
Canadians already called
the holiday Canada Day,
the new name wasn’t
formally adopted until
October of 1982.

The Royal Canadian
Mounted Police have an
established group called
the RCMP Musical Ride.
These 32 officers, who
are rotated after three
years’ service, perform
equestrian drills for
the public throughout
Canada.
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Organized celebration
of Canada will be
hosted by most of the
communities for Canada
Day, typically outdoor
public events, such as
parades, carnivals,
festivals, barbecues, air
and maritime shows,
fireworks, and free
musical concerts,
as well as citizenship
rituals. There is no
ordinary mode of
celebration for Canada
Day.

Though, the locus of
the celebrations is the
national capital, Ottawa,
Ontario, where large
concerts and cultural
displays are held on
Parliament Hill, with the
governor general and
prime minister typically
officiating, though the
monarch or another
member of the Royal
Family may also attend
or take the governor
general’s place. Minor
events are spanning in
other parks around the
city and in Gatineau,
Quebec.

The current Prime
Minister, Justin
Trudeau will lead the
precious 150th grand
celebration of Canada
and we hope the world
will not notice any less
as he is the sensation
of not only the country
but is a political star
among the globe.
Canada is glammed up
with the current PM
and 150th is going to
be more special for
Canadian citizens.

“

Canada is the
homeland of
equality, justice
and tolerance.

“

- Kim Campbell
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Canada
Day
Celebrity
Tweets
It was the 150th anniversary of Canada
this July 1. We gathered the famous
celebrity tweets for you. Have a look!
Donald J. Trump
Happy Canada Day to all of
the great people of Canada
and to your Prime Minister
and my new found friend @
JustinTrudeau. #Canada150

Shania Twain
Special one today
#Canada150

Nicholas Kristof
Happy Birthday, Canada!
From refugees to
humanitarian aid, you’re a
model. Oh, and we apologize
for invading you in the War
of 1812!
John Horgan
Exciting to be celebrating
#Canada150 with so many
people in #PortMoody and
#Surrey. Happy Canada Day!
#Canada150Plus

Sarah McLachlan
Happy Canada Day! So Happy
To Be Here. I’m In Edmonton
Celebrating #Canadaday
With The Kids From The
Sarah Mclachlan School Of
Music!

Ryan Reynolds
150 is nothing. It’s like, Robert
Pattinson’s age in the Twilight
Movies. Happy Birthday

I guess. #Canada150

Christy Clark
Home sweet home. Happy
Canada Day. #Kelowna
#WestKelowna #Canada150
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Britain’s Prince Charles
meets with Canada’s Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau
at Rideau Hall in Ottawa,
Ontario.
Prince Charles and his
wife Camilla spent the
last several days visiting
museums, monuments, and
even startups in Canada.
July 1 marks the end of their
royal tour.

Britain’s Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall, greets onlookers while touring the Canadian
Museum of History in Gatineau, Quebec, Canada July 1, 2017
On Stage, Trudeau
Congratulated Canada
On Its Reputation
Of Inclusivity And
Diversity

Hadrien Trudeau, EllaGrace Trudeau, and Xavier
Trudeau on Parliament Hill
in Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

People Celebrate
Prince Charles and his wife Canada Day With
Camilla watch the “Canada Cherishment
150” celebrations beside
Clara Swain looks on
Justin Trudeau, his wife
with a painted face as she
Sophie Grégoire Trudeau,
participates in the East
and their three children
York Toronto Canada Day
www.syncmag.ca | June 20th- July 20th 2017

parade in Toronto, Ontario,
Canada
Canadian six-year old
Mathieu, who lives in
the UK, wears a Mountie
costume during a “Canada
150” celebration in
Trafalgar Square, London
Fireworks All Across
Canada
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Reasons You Want To
Live In Canada
Canada is a state recognized in good terms internationally. You
can’t deny appreciating the beauty, the culture, the tradition, the
equality, the locations and the conspiracies of this very spectacular
country globally renowned.
Of Course Justin Trudeau

How can you ignore Justin Trudeau? He is currently the Prime
Minister of Canada who is known for his kind communication
with every kind of people and the skills he consists of as a PM.
You can’t just get your heart out of this person if you really
know him. Canada is truly blessed.

Ice Hotel

The days of igloos may be long gone, but each winter Canadians build whole
hotels out of ice, with beautifully carved bars, chapels, and even bedroom
suites with fireplaces. The largest and most famous is Quebec City’s Ice
Hotel, and now Montreal has a similar hotel, complete with ice rooms, igloos
and an ice restaurant. If you’re not so sure if an overnight stay is for you, you
can drop in during the winter season for a day-trip.

The Beauty Of Icebergs

Canada is one of the best places in the world to view icebergs,
and in Newfoundland you can do it from shore, on a tour boat
or even a guided sea kayak adventure. These great white giants
break off of glaciers in western Greenland and float south along
a route known as Iceberg Alley.

www.syncmag.ca | June 20th- July 20th 2017
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Real Jurassic Park

Want to feel like a real Indiana Jones (or perhaps Alan Grant, for all you
Jurassic Park fans)? The badlands in the East Block of Grasslands National
Park in Saskatchewan are the richest resource for dinosaur fossils in Canada
(and among the richest in the world). Parks Canada has a visitor Centre to help
guide you through this real dinosaur park, though there are some canyons
close enough that you can explore yourself and even take photographs of the
site’s plethora of fossil finds.

Yoga On Parliament Hill

Every Wednesday afternoon in the summer, the lawn of our
nation’s capital is covered in yoga enthusiasts! This unusual
tradition years ago with an instructor from a local Lulu lemon
store and several students, and it has since morphed into a
weekly one-hour free class, often with about 1,000 participants.
The largest group so far has reached 2,500 people.

Polar Bear Swimming

Only in Cochrane, Ontario will you get an opportunity to have your photo taken
while swimming with a real polar bear. Okay, not actually swimming with a
polar bear, but it’s as close as possible (they are bears, after all). In a small
wading pool next to the polar bear pool, summer visitors can have a photo
snapped with the 740 lb.

World’s Longest Recreational Trail

Four out of five Canadians live within 30 minutes of the 16,800
km Trans Canada Trail. It’s actually a network of 400 trails and
it’s 73 per cent finished. The goal is to complete the 23,000
km coast-to-coast-to-coast route by 2017, Canada’s 150th
anniversary.

World’s Longest Mammal Migration

Every spring about 20,000 Gray Whales swim north near the western coast
of Vancouver Island towards summer feeding grounds in the Bering Sea.
They’ll cover a 16,000 to 22,500 km round trip, with their spring journey
bringing them right to the Vancouver coast. Some whales can be spotted from
shore, and boat tours are readily available. In mid-March, Tofino, Ucluelet
and Pacific Rim National Park Reserve celebrate with the annual Pacific Rim
Whale Festival.
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Know

Why July Is
Special And
Precious

J

uly with its hot sunshine brings us many of the
remember-able and famous days in its month with a
glare of passion, unanimous celebrations and interesting
events. Not only this month is considered hottest month of
the year but it also comprises of many interesting events
happening in it. Why don’t you see some interesting days
in July? Have a look!

Canada Day – July 1

T

his day is the Independence Day for Canada celebrated
among the Canadians cheerfully and this July became
more special as it was 150th anniversary.

World UFO Day – July 2

W

orld UFO Day is an awareness day for people to
gather together and watch the skies for unidentified
flying objects. The day is celebrated by some on June
24, and others on July 2. June 24 is the date that aviator
Kenneth Arnold reported what is generally considered
to be the first widely reported unidentified flying object
sighting in the United States,while July 2 commemorates
the supposed UFO crash in the 1947 Roswell UFO Incident

Independence Day (United States) – July 4

I

ndependence Day, also referred to as the Fourth of July or July
Fourth, is a federal holiday in the United States commemorating
the adoption of the Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776.
www.syncmag.ca | June 20th- July 20th 2017
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World Chocolate Day – July 7

W

orld Chocolate Day, sometimes referred to as
International Chocolate Day, is an adherence that
occurs globally every year on July 7. Celebration of the
day includes the consumption of chocolate. It has been
stated that 7 July 2017 marks 467 years since chocolate
was introduced to Europe.”

World Population Day – July 11

W

orld Population day is an annual event, observed on
July 11 every year, which seeks to raise awareness
of global population issues. The event was established by
the Governing Council of the United Nations Development
Programme in 1989.

Malala Day – July 12

M

alala yousafzai the ideal women from Pakistan is born
on 12th of july and is spreading education purpose.

Bastille Day – July 14

B

astille Day is the common name given in Englishspeaking countries/lands to the French National Day,
which is celebrated on 14 July each year.

International Tiger Day – July 29

G

lobal Tiger Day, often called International Tiger Day,
is an annual celebration to raise awareness for tiger
conservation, held annually on 29 July. It was created in
2010 at the Saint Petersburg Tiger Summit. The goal of
the day is to promote a global system for protecting the
natural habitats of tigers and to raise public awareness
and support for tiger conservation issues
www.syncmag.ca | June 20th- July 20th 2017
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Celebrate Canada Day
With Healthy Patriotic Recipes

Canada Day Fruit Kabobs
Canada Day can be celebrated with passion with
this fun and healthy patriotic Canada Day Fruit
Kabobs. They are super easy to put together and
everyone will love eating them.

Ingredients
Produce
• 1 Bananas
• 1 Strawberries
• 1 Watermelon

Condiments
• 1 Lemon juice

Snacks
• 1 Maple leaf cookie cutter

Other
Skewers

PROCEDURE
Take sticks, put all in an order one by one into the
stick and decorate in a plate or a jar beautifully. You
can also make them to give your table the touch of
patriotism to celebrate the day of Canada if you have
gatherings at your house.
www.syncmag.ca | June 20th- July 20th 2017
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Strawberry Shortcake Trifles
Ingredients
Sponge Cake
◊ 3 large eggs, at room temperature
◊ ½ cup sugar
◊ 1 ½ tsp lemon juice
◊ ½ tsp finely grated lemon zest
◊ ½ cup all-purpose flour
◊ ¼ tsp salt
◊ 1 Tbsp unsalted butter, melted
◊ ½ tsp vanilla extract
Cream and Berries
◊ 1 cup whipping cream
◊ ½ 125g package brick cream cheese,
at room temperature
◊ cup sugar
◊ 2 Tbsp lemon juice
◊ 1 tsp vanilla extract OR vanilla bean
paste
◊ 1 quart fresh strawberries, hulled
and sliced
◊ cup good quality strawberry jam
◊ 2-3 oz. cream (sweet) sherry
◊ white chocolate, for shaving

DIRECTIONS
Sponge Cake Cream
and Berries Assembly
1. Preheat the oven to 325 F. Line the bottom of a
9-inch springform pan with parchment paper, but do
not grease the pan.
2. Whip the eggs and sugar on high speed until they
are almost white in colour, more than triple in volume
and hold a ribbon when the beaters are lifted, about
5 minutes. On medium speed, add the zest and juice.
3. Sift the flour and salt and, still on medium speed,
add the flour. Spoon about a cup of the batter into a
bowl, and stir in the melted butter and vanilla. Add
this all back to the full batter and stir until blended.
Pour the batter into the prepared pan and bake for
about 40 minutes, until the centre of the cake springs
back when gently pressed. Cool the cake completely
in the pan.
4. For the cream, whip the cream until it holds a soft
peak. In a separate bowl, beat the cream cheese to
soften, and beat in the sugar, lemon juice and vanilla
or vanilla bean paste. Fold in the whipped cream in 2
additions. Chill until ready to assemble.
5. When ready to assemble the trifles, put the cream
in a piping bag fitted with a large plain tip. Stir the
berries with the jam to coat. Slice the sponge cake
in ½ horizontally then cut 12 circles of sponge cake
using a cookie cutter about the same size as your
individual trifle glasses (wine glasses or other pretty
dishes). Spoon some of the strawberries into the
bottom of the glass, then top with a disc of cake.
Brush the cake with sherry. Top this with a piping
of the cream and then repeat with the strawberries,
sponge cake, sherry and cream. Use a vegetable
peeler to create white chocolate shavings and
sprinkle these on top of the trifles before chilling
until ready to serve.
6. The trifles can be prepared up to 4 hours in
advance.
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For information contact:

514-360-3760
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DID YOU KNOW?
Unknown Facts To Know Today

Elephants are the only animals
that can’t jump.
You can’t kill yourself by holding your
breath.

A human will eat on average
70 assorted insects and 10
spiders while sleeping.

There are more lifeforms
living on your skin than there
are people on the planet.

A traffic jam lasted for more than 10
days, with cars only moving 0.6 miles a
day.

Wearing headphones for just an hour
will increase the bacteria in your ear by
700 times.
www.syncmag.ca | June 20th- July 20th 2017
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HOT SUMMER
STYLES
Dior Glam

I hope that you should not avoid this
one though. These kinds of shades
will probably suit everyone’s face and
create magic!

Yellow And Off
Shoulder
The stand-out color trend
speckled all over the season’s
runway was bright, sunny
yellow.

Shades In Round

Iris Apfel shades in crystals and
suede, is the needed style you have to
have on your face for carrying good
fashion.

Khakis
The return of the ‘90s has meant
chokers and old-school logos, but also
the sharper pieces from your middle
school wardrobe. Khakis, ready to be
represented in for the antique Levi’s you
spent the last year in.

Low Heeled Sandles
A short, chunky heel and single band combine for a outline that’s
definitive, modish, and perfect for wearing to summer weddings or
backyard barbecues.

www.syncmag.ca | June 20th- July 20th 2017
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Statement Earrings
These sculptural long earrings are
hottest trend of all times, these look
awesome with every outfit.

Retro Magic
A retro cat-eye frame for modern Pink
Ladies that’s best ornamented with a
bright red lip.

The Matching Combo
Matchy-matchy outfits are the cool-girl
style of the future. They will create a
unique taste in you and bring out the
casual chick.

High Waisted Denim
Extra points for the ‘70s-style high
waisted denim. Will suit with baggy
top and crop tops best for your outfit?

Sneakers With Dress
So much cooler than you think. Good
high boots with a small or medium
dress will give you the serenest chick
look ever.

Stripes On Stripes

Wearing nautical stripes without it
skewing too stars-and-bars is the most
stylish way to rock the stripes.

www.syncmag.ca | June 20th- July 20th 2017
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MAKEUP PICKS
A LIST WORTH CONSIDERING
GET THE MOST EFFECTIVE ONES
FOR YOU

1

We have enlisted products which can be a perfect deal for you if you
are looking for new cosmetics for your makeup addition. Sometimes
there so many new launches and entries that we want to buy as
many products as much we find eye-catching and very impressive.
But this result in extra money out of our pockets and clearly
everything very extra is not intelligent ladies! This list is chosen
amongst the most favorites of makeup world of this period. We
hope this may save your time and money as well!

3

Morphe X Jaclyn Palette

This palette has created enough
hype among beauty industry and is totally worth it.
This palette gives you a variety and pigmentation all
in one package which no other palette will give. This
is a must if you want to travel and take only one eye
shadow palette with you!

2

5

JOUER LIP GLOSSES

These are the most pigmented glosses you
will ever experience in your life. These glosses have
the charismatic shine and look which you will not
get in any ordinary gloss!

Wet And Wild Megaglo
Highlighting Powder

Have you tried them? If you are
confused about economic and good
highlighters, you have to give them a
try girl!

6

OMG! The
palette of
insane pigment
of eyeshades! I
bet you will not
get such pigment
anywhere and the
blending taste too! Colors are amazing and
unique in this one.

4

www.syncmag.ca | June 20th- July 20th 2017

Sigma Beauty 3DHD
Blender

Wow! This is currently
mostly fav of most of the beauty
gurus. Sigma beauty blender is the
one blender you would want in your
life to blend your makeup with ease
and perfection!

Anastasia Beverly
Hillsblush Trios

Three in one beauty! The most
favorite thing of this kit is that not only
quality but quantity is best for us too.
Three pretty high quality blushes in
reasonable price, not a good deal?!

Juvia’s Palace
Eyeshadow Palettes

7

Sephora Collection Cloud
Cover Large Powder Puff

This is a thing you can’t
stay without if you are a
makeup addict. This is
essential if you love to do
makeup!
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WAYS

To Always
Be Attractive
It will not be a surprise if I
tell you that looking good
today is mandatory. It’s
quite a known fact that
you want to be captivating
to others and you want to
look striking. If you’re looking to make yourself
more appealing for the long term, focus on
developing a stellar character not only the looks.
Well here’s much more you should give a reading
to. Some points which are evident if you want to appear attractive.

T

RUST YOURSELF
You want others to be affected by
you, interested in you then first you
surely need to have a belief in yourself.
You need to trust your skills and erase
negative vibes inside you. Believe
in you, your capabilities and have a
spark of confidence in you but not over
confidence.

B

UILD YOUR CHARACTER AND
PERSONALITY
Your character and personality displays
the essence of your magic. You cannot
only impress people through the looks.
The built and well raised personality is
important to captivate others and have
them

K

EEP HYDRATING YOURSELF
Well, you would never be fresh
without water. Whether beauty or style,
hydration is necessary to keep yourself
fresh and active and also make your
skin better. This step should never
be ignored if you want yourself to be
appealable and be beautiful with your
skin.

S

S

B

C

MELL GOOD
Smelling good is always a tactic to
have good impression on others. You
have to take care of your smell and
smell good as it is the most untold way
to be attractive.

E YOU
Pretending somebody you are not
is the most unappetizing way to deal
with others. Real thing always is more
appealing, great to yourself and crowd.

S

MILE MORE
Smile more will make your
personality flourish with humbleness
and more people would like to talk to
you as well and feel good interacting
with you.

S

HOW SOME HUMOR
It’s good to keep discovering humor
in things. Sometimes, apart from being
serious making a good humor level
makes us fascinated towards us.

PEAK CONSTRUCTIVELY
Your tongue is what will make your
personality, your display, your image
most fascinating. The way of your
speaking shall definitely characterize
how you will make an impression into
the other’s eye.
ARE DEEPLY BUT NEVER SHOW
OPENLY
Always showing care is not mandatory
and also sometimes reduces your
value in respect of others. You should
be immensely a caring person but
always take a light hand on showing
it excessively. Someone may find it
irritating and get away from you.

B

E MORE INITUITIVE
It’s always good to take the initial
step. Be more intuitive towards
everything, this makes you sexy and
more confident. Bold and classy in your
own manner!
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BEST ORGANIC FOOT TREATMENTS

Himalayan Crystal Salt
and Apple Cider Vinegar

Cider Vinegar solution mixed with
some warm water. Vinegar creates
a very acidic environment in which
fungus cannot live. You can also spray
your feet or spread them down with
a cloth saturated in this solution after
you shower, just make sure you get
them completely dry afterward. You
can also smear down the insides of
shoes and sandals to help prevent
the fungus from clinging there.

2

Neem Oil

Organic neem oil, sometimes,
is another all-natural oil that
is toxic to harmful organisms.
Apply to clean, dry feet with a
cotton ball.
Colloidal
Silver

3

Garlic

You can place slices of fresh garlic, or some crushed
garlic, between your toes and leaving them there for
the day. Allicin, the active compound in garlic, inhibits
the growth of the fungus, the most common cause of
athlete’s foot. You can also add the garlic to foods you
eat or take a garlic supplement for the same result, but it
may take a slight longer.

Ginger

You can also use organic
ginger, just an ounce of fresh
chopped ginger added to
a cup of boiling water and
simmered for 20 minutes.
Once cooled, apply twice
daily to clean feet. Ginger is
a strong antifungal, and your
feet will have a pleasantly
spicy smell.

Colloidal Silver is
another common
remedy for athlete’s
foot with known
antifungal properties.
Spray or apply to
your feet and let it
fully dry. Alternatively,
you can spray and
leave the silver on your feet
overnight.
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Corn Starch and
Baking Soda
Sprinkle your toes with a little bit of organic
corn starch or baking soda before putting
on your socks in the morning. The corn
starch or baking soda won’t actually stop
the itch, but it will help infuse up moisture.
Baking soda in the shoes also grips some of
that not-so-pleasant sweaty foot smell.

Sesame and Coconut Oil
Both sesame and raw virgin
coconut oil have antifungal
properties. They can be applied
directly to the feet. Apply on
clean, dry feet with a cotton ball
twice daily.

Oregano contains essential
oils that turn against harmful
organisms. Make a tea of 4
ounces of oregano leaves and
just enough water to cover your
feet. Soak your feet 2-3 times
daily in this mixture. Some people
say that you can re-use this
tea for a week, but I commend
making it fresh each day.

10

Tea Tree Oil

Add 40 Drops of Organic Tea Tree Oil to a
foot bath and soak your feet for 10 minutes.
After soaking and methodically drying the
feet, massage a few drops of the oil directly
into the affected area. Tea tree oil has
properties that will help destroy the fungus
in heavily infested areas and deter it from
spreading to genuine areas.

Oregano Oil

8

Colloidal
Silver
Colloidal Silver is
another common
remedy for
athlete’s foot with
known antifungal
properties.
Spray or apply
to your feet and let it fully dry.
Alternatively, you can spray and
leave the silver on your feet
overnight.
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Alia Bhatt And Ranbir Kapoor Starrer
Dragon To Be Postponed Again? Find Out!
Ranbir Kapoor and Alia Bhatt have made headlines ever since the news broke
out that the duo will be cast opposite each other in Ayan Mukherji’s Dragon. But
it has made even more buzz for not taking off for almost 3-4 years now.
Earlier it was reported that Ranbir will begin shooting for the film once he’s
wrapped the untitled Sanjay Dutt biopic. But seems like the film will be further
postponed.
A source close to the development was thus quoted in a leading daily, “The
film was supposed to roll by the end of 2017. But the team isn’t happy with the
script. The alterations need to be done and the new script hasn’t been locked.
So everyone’s unsure when they will begin work on this one. Also, it is a super
ambitious film and required a mega budget, so a lot of thought is going into it.”

Ronaldo’s Girlfriend Georgina Is Pregnant
With His Fourth Child?

Real Madrid star Cristiano
Ronaldo has confirmed that
his girlfriend is pregnant
with his fourth child.
The footballer told
Spanish newspaper
El Mundo that he
is “very happy” to
have another baby
on the way, this
time with girlfriend
Georgina Rodriguez.
It comes a month
after he became father
to twins Mateo and
Eva, whose mother
remains unknown to
the public.
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Selena Gomez And The Weekend Engaged?
The Weekend Misses His Girlfriend

Selena Gomez and
The Weekend have
been forced to spend
time apart in recent
months due to his
ongoing Starboy:
Legend of the Fall
Tour and according
to a new report, he
“hates” being away
from the 24-year-old
singer and actress.
As The Weekend
continues to travel
the world, an insider
claims the Earned It singer has been
missing his girlfriend.
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Canadian Actor Mena Massoud Cast As Aladdin
In Disney Live-Action Remake

T

he star of Disney’s new live-action remake of
Aladdin is a young Egyptian-Canadian actor from
the Toronto area who is a “natural leading man,” says
his former university professor.
Mena Massoud was born in Egypt but grew up
in Markham, Ont., and graduated from Ryerson
University’s performance acting program in 2014,
after transferring from the University of Toronto.
Cynthia Ashperger is the director of the Ryerson
program and taught Massoud in his third year at
university.

TWO NEW HARRY POTTER BOOKS
TO BE PUBLISHED IN OCTOBER
The British Library’s Harry Potter exhibition, A History of Magic, opens
in October and runs through February 2018. British publishing house
Bloomsbury revealed that two new Potter books will be released in
conjunction with the event.
While J.K. Rowling is not authoring the books, they are teamwork between
the publisher Bloomsbury, the British Library and the Harry Potter author.
Louis Fonsi Did It! Despacito Becomes
Most-Streamed Track Of All Time

Despacito has become the most-streamed track
of all time with more than 4.6 billion plays across
streaming platforms.
Universal Music Latin Entertainment announced
Tuesday the song by Puerto Rican artists Luis Fonsi
and Daddy Yankee and the accompanying remix
featuring pop star Justin Bieber had surpassed
the previous record holder Bieber’s 2015 hit song
Sorry, which has 4.38 billion plays.
Despacito, which was released in January, has
been at the top of Billboard Hot 100 for weeks.
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It

’s hard to get more ambitious than Luc Besson’s 3D
epic “Valerian and the City of a Thousand Planets.” The
action-sci-fi film that hits theaters on July 21 is STX
Entertainment’s answer to franchises like “Guardians of the
Galaxy” and is packed with astonishing visuals that combine
the dystopian desert sets of “Mad Max” with the underwater
environments of “Avatar” and the galactic backdrops of “Star
Wars.”
Valerian” follows two special operatives (Dane DeHaan and
Cara Delevingne) in the vast space metropolis of Alpha,
home to a species from a thousand planets, where a dark
force threatens the future of the universe.
www.syncmag.ca
| June
20th- July
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At
this year’s CinemaCon,
the National
Association
of Theatre

Owners’ annual show where studios present show reels and
give first looks at their new movies, STX chairman Adam
Fogelson touted several of his fledgling studio’s upcoming
titles, but left little doubt that “Valerian” was the film that
would help the company “compete and win like a major.”
The competition at CinemaCon was fierce, with major
studios teasing titles like “Spiderman: Homecoming,”
“Transformers: The Last Knight” and “Star Wars: The Last
Jedi,” but the sizzle reel for “Valerian” had something that no
other studio presentation did: a new intellectual property, and
one as visually stunning as Besson’s “The Fifth Element.”
Reviews are still embargoed, but we can confirm that the
movie delivers on the high expectations set by the sizzle reel
shown at CinemaCon.
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“Valerian” took Besson seven years to conceive, $180 million
to produce, and almost two years to edit, as Wired reports in
a new cover story. Perhaps the most remarkable data point,
however, is the number of major Hollywood studios involved
with the movie: zero.

and universe. The pitch raised nearly $80 million in pre-sales
in one day. Besson eventually sold the rights to the film in
more than 100 territories.
While pitching financiers at Cannes is how countless
independent projects get funded every year, you won’t
find anyone else offering equity stakes in $180 million scifi blockbusters at the Marche du Film. Because “Valerian”
was financed like an indie, Besson doesn’t have to worry
about losing hundreds of millions of dollars for an individual
studio and risking a major career setback. He also didn’t
have to deal with a stack of script notes from studio execs,
a certainty for any filmmaker shooting a Hollywood movie
for upwards of $200 million. He pieced together a financing
structure that would allow him to make the movie without
I’ll choose my words carefully the weight of major studio
executives,” Fogelson told Wired.

It’s not that Besson turned away studio support. Hollywood
today makes big bets only on established intellectual
properties with built-in audiences and “Valerian” is based
on a French comics series entitled “Valérian and Laureline”
that most U.S. audiences have never encountered. To get
the movie made, Besson needed his own film studio, a
luxury that almost no other filmmaker on the planet gets to
enjoy, Tyler Perry aside. After box office hits like “The Fifth
Element” and a string of financially successful film and TV
projects he wrote and produced, Besson started EuropaCorp,
which distributes his movies in France without the help of an
outside distributor. The company also has a distribution deal
Though “Valerian” marks the newest space opera to hit the
with STX.
big screen, Besson noted at CinemaCon that the original
Besson also had to use every trick in the independent “Valerian” comics, published in 1968, were actually sources
film financing book, including pre-selling rights to foreign of inspiration for the makers of “Star Wars,” “Star Trek,”
distributors. Fortunately, the filmmaker has strong and James Cameron’s “Avatar.” He added that he originally
relationships with distributors who regard him as a visionary, wanted to make “Valerian” two decades ago, when he made
an importantly, one who always delivers his films on time “The Fifth Element,” but technology at that time wouldn’t
have allowed him to realize his vision.
and on budget.
According to Wired, Besson and his producing partner
(and wife) Virginie Besson-Silla made a presentation to
foreign distributors at Cannes that consisted of the finished
screenplay and some 80 sketches of the “Valerian” characters

“It was not possible, because there are only two characters
and 1,000 aliens,” Besson said. “James Cameron just made
the technology possible in ‘Avatar,’ and thanks to him,
www.syncmag.ca
imagination
is the limit.” | June 20th- July 20th 2017
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ICC CHAMPIONS TROPHY 2017

PAKISTAN SEALED THE GAME:
The Treasured Win For Pakistan
It was a major victory for Pakistan who won the Champions Trophy for the first
time in their history. To make it even more special, they defeated their
arch-rivals India by 180 runs to claim the trophy. It was a dream movement for
the team who got beaten by the defending champions India
in their opening game by 124 runs.
Pakistan destroyed India in the 2017 ICC Champions Trophy final as they
collected victory by 180 runs Sunday. India’s mighty batting order collapsed
after their opponents posted 338 for four in their opening knock. The Indians
could only manage to score 158 runs in an easy win for the new champions.
Pakistan was put into bat by India as the favorites expected to create a run
chase they were comfortable with. However, things turned sour for the Indians
as their opponents produced the best batting display of the tournament.
www.syncmag.ca | June 20th- July 20th 2017
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The Win Of The Unpredictable Pakistan
Thrashing India To Historic Win
Fakhar Zaman and Azhar Ali’s century stand for the opening wicket
put Pakistan in the driver’s seat after Virat Kohli opted to bowl first
in the high-voltage clash. It was vital for Pakistan to post a big total
and they did it with the help of Mohammad Hafeez’s cameo at
the end. Zaman took risks here and there did not allow the Indian
spinners to settle by taking risks and due to that India was not able
to pick wickets in the middle overs.
India lost their two key batsmen – Rohit Sharma and Kohli early in
the big chase and then never came back into the match as they
kept on losing wickets regularly.

Hardik Pandya tried to show some fight but he was run out
when he was set for a century, and Pakistan won the final by a
mammoth 180 runs the largest winning margin in the final of an ICC
tournament. This was also Pakistan’s biggest winning margin by runs over India in ODIs.
In many ways, Pakistan’s rise from No. 8 in the ICC ODI rankings to its maiden ICC Champions Trophy title
captured the very essence of the tournament. At almost every press conference leading up to the tournament,
the general accord was that the Champions Trophy was one tournament where there were no favorites, and
that all teams had an equal chance.
As things turned out, it wasn’t just lip service, the most incredible example being the Pakistan story. After a
demoralizing loss to India in its opening game, the least fancied and lowest ranked team in the competition
stunned South Africa and sneaked past Sri Lanka to make it to the knockout stages. If that was impressive,
what followed was staggering: Pakistan destroyed England and India in its next two matches to complete its
dream run.
But the Pakistan fairytale was just one part of the story. The ICC Champions Trophy 2017 showed that it is a
great leveler as there were plenty more unpredictable results.
Pakistan recorded the most glorious and momentous win against the most rivalry team India and Pakistanis
could not be happy anymore. Overall ICC event was quite a thrilling and exciting one as there were many
unpredictable wins and losses but nobody wondered the most unpredictable Pakistan team could beat the
bush and stand like a champion.

HAPPY VICTORY TO THE CHAMPIONS PAKISTAN !
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